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Abstract: Every organ in the body works at a specified frequency and the respective organ gets into imbalance 

zone, once there is a change in its working frequency. Generally this imbalance is brought to balance, using 

Medicines which normally carry the required frequency to repair the organ and bring it to balance.  Other natural 

methods such as Aromatherapy, Colour therapy, Sound therapy etc., are also used by practitioners to supply the 

required frequency to the organ and bring it to balance. We have developed a Technique called „Frequency 

Embedded Crystal Ball Water Technology‟, to infuse the required frequency to the imbalanced organ through 

ingestion of Frequency Embedded water, produced using our Technology. 
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1.   INTRODUCTION 

The frequency and vibration have been adopted at various times by various Scientists and Medical Professionals to 

address body imbalances, which concretizes the basis of our research. 

“Everything in Life is Vibration” – Albert Einstein 

Nikola Tesla - If you wish to understand the Universe think of the secrets of the universe by energy, frequency and 

vibration .Tesla was simply stating that everything has energy and energy gives rise to vibration at a frequency 

determined by that energy and the mass of the vibrating components. Ascended Master Saint German has said that, in 

truth, all one really needs to do to change any aspect of their life, heal any dis-ease, create abundance, or achieve 

Transfiguration of the physical body into the Ascended Realm, is to raise their vibration and frequency. 

Dr Ronald Rife - Vibration/frequencies can kill disease organisms. There is agreement among science, medicine and 

metaphysics that certain frequencies can repel disease, and certain frequencies can destroy disease. Herein lies the link 

between frequency (vibration) and health. Everything in nature vibrates at different frequencies. In fact quantum physics 

describes the universe as nothing more than vibrating strings of energy! Scientific research has shown that different parts 

of our bodies have their own sonic signature. In other words the sound of the cells of our heart differs from the sound of 

the cells of our Lungs. 

2.   VIBRATION MEDICINES 

Vibration medicine is one of the most, if not the most widely studied field of medicine today. There is now global interest 

and research in the clinical applications of Vibration Medicine. Vibration Medicine, of which Homeopathy is a part, has 

been used by various systems of medicine throughout the ages, but because of its subtle nature, until recently it has been 

largely ignored by the mainstream medical establishment. Fortunately, this is no longer the case. Advancements in 

modern technology have made it possible for the unseen/subtle to be seen. Researchers can now view and measure the 

body's subtle energy fields, as well as changes in these fields after Vibration Medicine modalities have been applied. With 

these findings has come a new surge of global interest, research, and discoveries in all systems of medicine vibration in 

nature. Vibration medicine interfaces with subtle energy fields that underlie the functions of a physical body. It is based 

on the idea of resonant frequencies, similar to a tuned string on a musical instrument resonating with anything tuned to the 

same frequency, or an opera singer smashing a glass by singing at a certain pitch. Some sciences and philosophies have 

recognised vibration elements as an important part of the universe. Even as long ago as 1928 Thomas Surge recognised 

vibration elements at work in the human body 
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" The human body is made up of electronic vibrations, with each atom and elements of the body, each 

organ and organism, having its electronic unit of vibration necessary for the sustenance of, and 

equilibrium in that particular organism. Each unit, then, being a cell or a unit of life in itself has the 

capacity of reproducing itself by the first the law as is known as reproduction-division. When a force in 

any organ or element of the body becomes deficient in its ability to reproduce that equilibrium 

necessary for the sustenance of physical existence and its reproduction, that portion becomes deficient 

in electronic energy. This may come by injury or disease, received by external forces. It may come 

from internal forces through lack of eliminations produced in the system or by other agencies to meet 

its requirements in the body." 

Edgar Cayce (1928) from There is a River by Thomas Surge. 

Every object has a natural vibratory rate. This is called its resonance. One of the basic principles of using frequency as a 

transformative and healing modality is to understand the idea that part of the body is in a state of vibration. Every organ, 

every bone, every tissue, and every system--all are in a state of vibration. Now, when we are in a state of health, the body 

puts out an overall harmonic of health. However, when a frequency that is counter to our health sets itself up in some 

portion of the body, it creates a disharmony that we call dis-ease. 

What is illness? 

 “Emotional issues that are unresolved block the healing vibrations or cause the disease state to return.” R Gordon 

What is the mechanism for healing Resonance? 

“When two systems are oscillating at different frequencies, there is an impelling force called resonance that causes the 

two to transfer energy from one to another. When two similarly tuned systems vibrate at different frequencies, there is 

another aspect of this energy transfer called entrainment, which causes them to line up and to vibrate at the same 

frequency.” (Richard Gordon) 

Frequency Embedding Technology 

Understanding the role of frequencies in ensuring Human wellness, we researched and have invented a New Naturopathy 

Method of balancing the imbalanced organs of the body, using our Proprietary Technology 'Frequency Embedding 

Technology'.  

3.   PRINCIPLE OF WORKING 

Every organ in the body works at a specified frequency and the respective organ gets into imbalance zone, once there is a 

change in its working frequency. Generally this imbalance is brought to balance, using Medicines which normally carry 

the required frequency to repair the organ and bring it to balance.  Other natural methods such as Aromatherapy, Colour 

therapy, Sound therapy etc., are also used by practitioners to supply the required frequency to the organ and bring it to 

balance.  

4.   PROCEDURE 

After extensive Research on Frequencies and the Frequency Embedding Technologies, we are now in a position to embed 

the required specific Frequency to a Crystal Ball and supply the required frequency to the imbalanced organ through 

water and bring it to balance. 

1. The frequency embedded Crystal Ball is put into glass of water. 

2.  It transfers the embedded frequency to the water within 10 minutes. Since water has memory, it receives and registers 

the transferred frequency.  

3. When this water is consumed, the imbalanced organ gets its required repairing frequency and gets into balanced zone. 

Since, only water is consumed, there are no side effects associated with this method. Further the water consumed gets out 

as urine, after transferring the required frequency to the organ. Therefore this is a very Safe, Non invasive, Alternative and 

Natural method, of bringing the organs to balance.  
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4.1 FREQUENCIES USED IN MAKING DIFFERENT CRYSTAL BALLS (in Hz) 

1.    PANCREAS BOOSTE CRYSTAL BALL                                      : 727,787,880 

2.    METABOLIC BALANCER CRYSTAL BALL                              : 528, 10000 

3     PAIN RELIEF CRYSTAL BALL                                                    : 5000, 230, 20, 802, and 95  

4.   ACIDITY RELIEF CRYSTAL BALL                                              : 146,776 

5.   DETOXIFICATION CRYSTAL BALL                                           : 522, 146 

6    ALLERGY RELIEF CRYSTAL BALL                                           :  3, 330, 5000 

7.   ERECTION DYSFUNCTION RELIEF CRYSTAL BALL             : 2127, 2008,465 

8.   DEPRESSION RELIEF CRYSTAL BALL                                      : 38, 50 

9.   NUTRITION SUPPLEMENT CRYSTAL BALL                            : 57.5, 426.9 

10.  BRAIN TONER CRYSTAL BALL                                                 :  2.5, 6 

5.   RESULT 

As a result of our Research, we have created Crystal Balls, embedded with different frequencies for different body 

imbalances. Since this method involves only natural substances such as Crystal Ball and Natural Water, this Therapy 

comes under Naturopathy branch (Alternative Medicines) of addressing ailments. 

“Suggested quantity of consumption of this water is Minimum 1 Litre in a day” 
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